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The Structure of Reminiscence: The narrative strategies in Muriel Spark's

Child ofLighiI A Reassessment of Mary Wollstonecraji Shelley and The

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie

Reiko Kawamoto (川本玲子)

ls there a link betweeT] Muriel Spark the

biographer aT)d Muriel Spark the novelist? It is

frequently forgotten that Spark wrote many literary

biographies before she became a novelist. ln this essay I

propose to examine her most sllCCeSSful biographical

work, ChiLd of LighLI A ReassessmenE of Mafy

WollsLonecrafE Shelley (1951), and to ask how the

methods and ideas she app】ies to this text are developed

in her novel, The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961).

One may think that, since Child ofLighL is a work of

non-fiction, lt is impossible to make a straightforward

comparison with Spark's novels; in fact, she berse】f has

been keen to make disti】1Ctions between novels and

biographies. My intention here, however, is that her

biographical works iHustrate the process by which her

creative talent evolved. On the one hand, her

docllmelltary aCCOullt Of Mary Shelley's life may

provide llS, mt汀e directly than any of her novels, a

glimpse into Spark's view of life; on the other hand, she

must have pllt into it, even if llnCOnSCiollSly, some of

her potential talent as a future novelist, for she is a

creative writer in the most essential sense of the phrase.

*

According to her own al】tObiography, CurT'iculum

ViLae (1993), Spark was goil唱through an important

phase in her literary career ill 1950, when she was

writing Child ofLighL. She was then "moving (...) from

lyric Poetry tO narrative verse," which she recognized in

retrospect as "the start Of my move towards the short

story and the novel"(197). We may now say, therefore,

that this biography was written when Spark's talent as a

novelist was just flowerlng. In her preface to the revised

edition of Child ofLighL, renamed Mary Shelley (1987),

Spark comments on the or】g】nal editiontり:

I recall when I first wrote the book that I was very

careflll llOt tO make it novelistic. I have always

disliked the sort of biography which states "X lay

on the bed and watched the candles flickering on

the roof beams," when there is no evidence that X

did so. (xii)

This is illtrigl血g, because Child of LighL is indeed

novelistic, thoughir) the sense of her own fiction. It

shows two prominent characteristics: the intrusiveness

of the narrative voice and the complex)ty of the

chronology that we find irl her fictionalnarrative. Both

these characteristics are illustrated in the openlng:

We are hardly impressedwith a sense of love and

light when we look back now on thatperiod of

transition between the eighteenth and nineteenth

century - theperiod of revohtion and reaction

which gave effect to the fame of Mary Shelley's

parents, William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft

(") In retrospect, Godwin for example seems

arrested always in a sepla monochrome of thought,

while Mary Wollstonecraft flounders wildly

througha grey drizzle that never lifts.

To visua)ize Mary Shelley's parents in the actual

setting they occupied, We must suspend subsequent

history, and find them, as they were, celebrated

figllreS in the cause of enlightenment, corlscious of

no gloom but that of the ignorance surrollnding

them, and confirmed in the belief that they bore a

light to emblazon llistory (-) (9- 10)

Spark is here JllXtaPOSlng two different viewpoints
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through which to view her subject On the one hand, she

presents, through her owl) mid-twentieth century

perspective, the remote figures of Godwin and

Wollstonecraft, as faded and unpalpable as in an old

"monochrome"; on the other hand, she depicts them, as

if through the eyes of their enchanted contemporaries,

as the inteHectual heroes of tlleir time. This c()ntrast

emphasizes the temporal distance that separates the

narrator from the narrated subject.

In order to llnderstand fully the effects of this

method, it is probably useful to invoke the

narratologlCaltheories of Gerard Genette. He bases his

theories on an analysュs Of Proust, from whom,

according to Alan Bold, "Spark learned how to take

liberties with time" in her fiction (27). Genette

distinguishes between the "time of the story" and "the

(pseudo-) time of the narrative," and studies the

relations between the two (37). It is precisely this

distinction that Spark makes in her preliminary remark

to the book, by stressing the "temporal duality" of her

narrative (Genette 33)･ Presumably, Spark wasalready

so fascinated by the Proustian method when wrltlng this

biography that she felt the 】1eed to experiment with iL

Genette explores the "connections between the

temporal order of succession of events in the story and

the pseudo-temporal order 0f their arrangement in the

narrative," and this method of analysIS is directly

applicable to Spark (35).　As the story of Mary

Shelley's life progresses, it becomes clear that Spark is

purposely complicatlnB the relation between the two

temporal orders defined by Genette. To see how this

works, let us first look at the openlng passage Of

Chapter 2:

When in the later years Mary Shelley looked back

on her childhood, the time she recalled with the

fondest clarity Was not her early home life, but the

period she spent away from her family. In her

introduction to a revised edition of Frankenstein

she remiTlisced:

Hived prlTIClpally in the country as a gi一l and

passed a considerable time in Scotland. I made

occasional visits to the more pICtureSque parts;

but my habitual resider)ce was on the blank and

dreary northernshores of Tay, near Dundee.

B】ank and Dreary i can them in retrospect; they

were not so to me ther)･ They were the eyry of

freedom... (16)

Mary's retrospective comment quoted here constitutes

what Genette cans a prolepsIS, a "narrative mar)euver

that consists of narratlng Or evoking in advance an event

that will take place later" (49). While the use of

prolepsIS is not uncommon in biographical or

autobiographical llarrative, Spark uses, almost

exclusively, a certain type of prolepsIS. It is a prolepsIS

which is aHhe same time an analepsiS ("any evocation

after the fact of an evenHhat took p一ace earlier than the

point in the story where we are at anygiven moment") -
- or, to put it more simply, it is an ar)tlCIPation of a

retrospection, as is Mary's comment above (Genette

40).

Another paragraph found later in the same chapter

shows a more complex temporalstructure:

Mary throve in her new freedom (...) "It was

beneath the trees of the grounds belonging to our

hol)Se"　She wrote in her introduction to

FrankensLein, "Or in the bleak sides of the

woodless mountains near, that my true

compositions, the airy mghts of my lmaglr)ation,

were born and fostered."(...) "lA]iry flights" she

called these fantasies in after years, but she was

mistakenly identifying herself, then,with Shelley;

for Mary's imagination, animated by those months

among the Perthshire hills, was in no way ethereal.

(20)

In this passage, the same incident is seen from three

different points in time, or "temporalpositions"(Genette

42)･ Spark first tells us about the fifteen-year101d Mary

enjoy)ng her freedom in Scotland; then quotes the

words of the eighteen-year-Old Mary reminiscing about

herself at the time; and finally superimposes on these

her own viewpoint, looking back at the whole of Mary'S

life from the time of her narrative. This is another

antlCIPatOry retrOSPeCtior), but this time it is contained

within the omniscient viewpoint Of Spark the narrator,



who is iT) COntrOl of the complex temporalrelatiollS.

Her perspective here demoT)StrateS What is comparab】e

to the "ternporal ornnlPreSenCe" wllich Genette says is

characteristic of Proustian narrative (41).

*

The use of analeptlC PrOlepsIS and repeating

ana】epsIS in this text in fact directly corresponds to what

critics cal一 flashback and flashfoIWard i一l Spark's

fiction. The lamer method in particu)ar has been much

discussed in connection with the omniscience of her

narrator. The PTime of Miss Jean BTOdie consists almost

solely of flashbacks and flash forwards, and therefore

there is no sense of temporal)inearlty in the novel. In

The NovelisL aL Lhe Crossroads (1971), David Lodge

dedicates a whole chapter (entitled "The Uses and

Abuses of Omniscience") to an analysis of the

"relationship between method and meaning" in the

710VeL He suggests that the narrator of the novel

reconstructs the order of the episodes so that, on first

reading, it seems "as if the allthor were ordering events

intuitively and even haphazard)y" (125).

But, instead of asking what pnnciple underlies this

seem)ngly disorderly structure, Lodge 111timately

attributes the comp]ex series of time-shifts iT】 the

narrative to "the author's pretensions to omniscience"

which he accepts as a positive element in Spark's

fiction (142). It seems that Lodge has been influenced

in this respect by the account of the novel by Frank

Kermode, who was probab)y the first critic to suggest

that Spark's perspective as it is felt throlユgh　the

naTratiye voices of her novels seems to resemble God'S:

Mrs Spark is even somewhat arrogant about the

extent of the novelist's power: knowing the end of

the story, she deliberately gives it away, and in a

narrative which could have regular climactic

moments she fudges them, simply because the

design of her world, like God'S, has more

interesting aspects than mere chronological

progress and the satisfaction of naive expectations

in the reader. (208)
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Anthony Burgess must have felt in a similaT Way When

he described Spark as "a Catho)ic convert who views

hman life a)most from the lofty height of the Church

Triumphant　-　brimantly detached, savagely comicn

(English LiLeT･aLure 230)I We may assume that Lodge

more or )ess shares with Kermode and Burgess the

inclination to identify Spark's narratorwith herself, and

to compare her control of her own fictionalworldwith

the unprediclability of God.

But to interpret all the anachronies in Spark's

novels merely as a whimsicalperformance of the

alトpowerful author-narrator simplifies the matters too

much. In Spark's rigorously economica) writing there is

always a TlgOrOllS unity of form, each time created

according to a definite theme. What, then, is the theme

that holds the narrative of Child ofLighL together? In

collSiderillg this question, I would like to draw attention

to an interestlng Passage in Chapter 6 of the text, where

Spark describes Mary's life in Italy in 1819, at which

time Mary still had not overcome the grief caused by

the death of her son, Wi】liam:

On the small roofed terrace at the top of their villa

which Sheney made his study, Mary found some

degree of peace, discussing Sheney's workwith

him, aTld looking ollt On thewide vista of country

and sea. Here they heard the peasants slnglTlg at

tbeil WOrk, aTld iT】 later years she recalled the

associations of this place and time　with that

nostalgic pathos in which even sad times past

present themselves: "...in the even)ng the

wateトWheel creaked as the process of irrigation

went on, and the fireflies flashed from among the

myrtle hedges: Nature was bright, sunshiT)y, and

cheerftll or diversified by storms of a majestic

terror, Such as we had never beforewitnessed_"

(62)

AsI havealready pointed out, it is a favomite narrative

device of Spark's to illustrate some iT)Cident in her story

with some retrospective remark abotlt that incident,

made later (in this case) by Mary or someone else･

Interestingly, however, Spark is here us)nB Mary's

retrospective coTnment above in preference to another
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0me which she made in 1819. This later comment, found

ir) Mary's letter to her best friend, Mrs Gisborne, is

quoted by R. Glynr) Gry】ls in Ma7y Shelley: A

Biography (1938)'2':

Leghom, 28JhAngust, 1819･

My dear Marianne- We are very dull atLeghorn,

and I can therefore write nothing to amuse you. We

live in a little country house at the end of a green

lane, surrounded by a podore (...) The people are

always busy, and it is pleasant to see three or follr

of them transform in one day a bed of Indian corn

to o71e Of celery (...) They sing, not very

melodiously, but very loud, Rossini's music, "Mi

7･ivedrai, Li Tivedro," and they are accompanied by

the cicala, a kind of little beetle, that makes a noise

with its tail as loud as Johnny can sing (...) (114)

Why should Spark omit introducing this passage, and

quote instead what Mary wrote more than twenty years

later (Spark's quotation is from Rambles in Ge7･many

and ILaly, a travelogue which Mary started writing ln

early 1840S, when she was nearly fifty-years-old)?

Spark is obvious)y drawlr)B attention to the importance

of memory as an element of Mary's life, which is

indeed confirmed by Mary's own words in a letter,

commented on in Chapter 5 (italics added):

Her first novel now completed, Mary went up to

London to seek a publisher, staying with the

Godwins. Her father,with his money-neurosis,

depressed her, and a sensation of nostalgic sadness

overcame her when she attempted to while away a

few hours reading Childe Hal･OZde: "It made me

dreadfully melancholy" she wrote to Shelley, " -

the lake- the mountains and the faces associated

with these scenes passed before me - Why is not

life a continued moment where hours and days are

not couTlted…"(53)

This incident is trivial, but for the significant feeling

expressed by Mary. Here she is not simply longlng for

happy times past, but is lamenting the very fact that

humans are inevitably prone to such retrospection.

Spark notes another instance when a thought in this vein

is expressed in Mary's wrltlng, this time in her journal

of 1821:

JouTna1 4lh AuguSl　- (...) Shelley's birthday.

Seven years a一e now gone; What change! What a

life! We now appear tranquil; yet who knows what

wir)d - but I will riot Prognosticate evil, we have

had enough of it. When Shelley came 紘) Italy, I

said all is well if it were permanent; lt Was mo一e

pass】ng than an ltalian twilight･ I now say the

same. May it be a polar day; yet that, too, has an

end. (72)

AHhis polnt Of her life Mary seems harassed by her

own too-acute awareness of what Spa-k describes as

"the transience of thingsj'which Mary fears may bring

a lleW Series of misfortunes. Her fears were prophetic

and Shelley died in 1822, after which, in Spark's words,

Mary "lived half her life in retrospect"(86). Spark also

points OuHhat Mary suffered from a deep sense of guilt

towards Shelley, caused by his friend Leigh Hunt, who

blamed her for having treated her husband coldly before

his death.

It seems that the form Of Spark'S llarrative itself

represents Mary's state of mind as such･ Spark quotes,

for instaT)Ce, the followlng entry from Mary's Journal,

which records her shock at discoverlng the treachery Of

Jane Williams, whom she had considered as her closest

friend after Shelley's death five years earlier.

JouTna1 13Jh July- My friend has proved false and

treacherollS! Miserable discovery- Writing, stlldy,

quiet, such remedies I must seek...(98)

About thirty pages later, we are reminded of these

words, when Spark comments:

Her last novel, FalkneT, Was Published the year

after her father died. She wrote this book with

unusualfacility. "My best itwill be- I believe,"

she stated in her diary when the book was in

progress･ But at other times she seemed to look

upon her work, now, as a breadwinnlng device
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only, and not as something necessary to her

well-being. It was ten years since she had written

in her diary, "Writing, stlldy, qulet, Such remedies

l must seek..."(129)

This is an obvious case of repeatlng analepsIS, and on a

few other ()ccasions Spark's narrative refers back to its

own past in like manner. Since Spark uses relatively

few quotations (considerably fewer at least than Grylls

does) it is a】l the more striking that she should repeat

the same ones twice.

Spark mentior)s less and less r]ew facts about

Mary's life as the story nears its er)d. Nothing ls said of

her freqllent exchange of letterswith Henry Trelawny

and hiswife Augusta, nor of her re-encounterwith

Coleridge (both of which are meTltioned by Grylls.)

And yet she does not hesitate to reproduce Mary'S

words ill full when they express her nostalgic emotion

vividly. In the final chapter of the biographical part,

Spark comments on a passage from Mary's Rambles in

Germany and ILaly, which describes her trlPwith her

son, Per°y Florence, and his friends from Oxford:

And when, catching up oT] her you71g COmPanions,

she passed through Geneva, Mary located, with

what a distillatior) of memory and wonder, the

landscape of times past.

At length, I caught a glimpse of the scenes

among which I had lived, when first i stepped

ollt form Chi】dhood into life. There, on the

shore of Bellerive, stood Diodati; and ollr

hmble dwelling, Maison Chapuls, nest)ed

close to the lake below. There were the

terraces, the vineyard, the upward path

threading them, the little port where ollr boat

lay moored; I could mark and recognise a

thousand slightpeculiarities, familiar objects

then- forgotten since- now replete with

recoHections aTld associatiollS…

Here Byron's magnificence first entered her

imaglnation; here Shelley had conversed and

boated with him; 1t Was here, round the fireside of

Byron's Vi】la Diodati that Frankenstein was

conceived. "...all my life since was but an unreal
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phantasmagoria" Mary wrote, "- the shades that

gathered ∫(-und the scene weTe realities.･･" (i 12)

A sense of drama is created by the perfect

synchronization between the narrative and the narrated

colltent, between theme alld form.

We may now see that memory lS in fact the centra】

factor which determines the narrative structure in this

texL As Mary in tracing her memory sees and

summarizes her past, Spark's narrative, in thus looking

back at the incidents it has recounted, envelopes the

whole of Mary's life in its own sense of nostalgia.

Spark's use of repeating analepses symbolically

represents Mary'S own inclination to retrospective

thought which, We may naturally assume, was full of

flashbacks of days past. It is interesting to col1traSt

Spark's relationship to her subject (Mary) as such with

that of Grylls, who sometimes assumes Mary's iTlner

voice for dramatic effect. Spark sought when wrltlng

her book to be "scrupulously accurate," and though

there are some facts she omits, she does not invent any

(Curriculum Vilae 195). Instead, she imaginatively

invented a form of narrative which itself represents the

"landscape of times past" as Mary Shelley saw it in her

owTl mind.

*

Spark's experimentalnarrative methods in Child of

Light are repeated in The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie. In

this novel, too, memory plays aTl important role in the

narrative structure, and is represented by the use of

repetition. The events iT] the novel are not told in

chronologlCalorder, and the temporal relations among

the events are extremely complex. But,although it is

probably impossible for the reader to apprehend the

story 】n its proper temporal seqllenCe On first readillg,

Spark is in fact very meticulous about its llnderlying

chronologlCalstrllCtllre, and the time of almost every

event can be located, by simple calcu】ation, to the year

or even the month when it happened.

Tbe story is centred on Miss Jean Brodie, a一l

enthllSiastic and eccentric teacher at Marcia Blaine

School for Girls in Edinburgh, and her six favourite
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pupils- Sandy Stranger, Rose Stanley, Jenny Gray,

Eunice GardineT, Monica D(-uglas, Mary Macgregor -

known to the school as the Brodie set. The major Part Of

the story ls set in the 1930S, during which period Miss

Brodie recognizes herself to be ir) her "prlme" and is

determined to live it to the full, while the girls move

from the Junior School, where they first come into her

hands, to the Senior School. ln return for their loyalty to

the fascinatlng but domineering Miss Brodie, the girls

are taken into her Secrets, fr()m her ardent admiration

for Mussolini's Italy to her love affairs with the only

two male teachers in the scho()I, the art master aTld the

slnglng maSter･

The reader is also informed of the major events

which happen to Miss Brodie and the Brodie set during

and after the World War Il, by which time all 0f therm

have left Marcia Blair)e School. Mary dies young ln a

hotel fire; Rose, Monica and Eunice get married; Jenny

becomes an actress; Sandy becomes a nun and achieves

considerable fame for wrltlng a PSyChologlCaltreatise

entitled "Transfiguration of the Commonplace"; and

Miss Brodie- past her prime- dies of an "interT)al

growth," having been forced to retire early from school

becalユSe Olle Of her Own girls betrayed her (56).

The importance of time in the narrative can be

discerned already in the first several passages of the

novel. The narrator begins the story ln medias res, and

in the opening Of the novel we see the Brodie girls in

their adolescence:

The boys, as they talked to thegirls from Marcia

Blaine School, stood on the far side of their

bicycles holding the handlebars, which established

a protective fence of bicycle between the sexes,

and the impression that at any moment the boys

were likely to be away.

The girls could not take off their panama hats

because this was not far from the school gates and

hatlessness was an offense. Certain departures from

the proper set of the hat on the head were

overlooked in the case of fourth formgirls and

upwards so long as nobody wore their hat at an

angle. (5)

The time of this scene later turns out to be a critical

poIT]t in the story time, and the beginmr)gs of the next

few paragraphs show the naTratOr's effort both to

imprint the initial tableau in the reader's mind, and to

establish it as a "set point" in the story time (I italicize

phrases which refer to time):

Thesegirls formed the Brodie set･ That was what

they had been called even before the headmistress

had given them the name, ln SCOrn, When lhey had

moved from lhe Junior Lo the Senior School aL lhe

age ofLwelve (....) (5)

By zhe Lime they were sixLeen, and had reached the

fourth form, and loitered beyond the gates after

school, and had adapted themselves to the orthodox

regime, they remained unmistakably Brodie (-)

(6)

Then, after a brief paragraph referring to the orlgln Of

Marcia Blaine School, thegirls are presented, for the

third time, as they were in the inclplt:

Thegirls who loitered beneath the tree, shoulder to

shoulder, very close to each other because of the

boys, were all famous for something･ Now, aL

sixEeen, Monica Douglas was a prefect, famous

mostly for mathematics which she could do in her

brain (…)(6)

The immediate effect of this narrative strategy is that

the reader comes to consider this polnt in the story time

as the narrative present; anything after it would be taken

as a flashforward, and anything before it a flashback･

This impression is clearly shared by David Lodge, who

Says:

We are not, as readers, situated in the adult liyes of

the Brodie set, looking backwith mixed emotions

on their schooldays; rather, we are situatedwith

them in their schooldays, but able to look forward

occasionally, as they cannot, at what is to happen

to them later. (126)

Healso adds that the account of the girls'schooldays is
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in the incipit (288).

Lodge polntS Out加importance of the perspectiye

of Sandy StraT]ger, the most trusted disciple of Miss

Brodie･ Sandy is, as we 】earn fairly early, in fact the

one who "betrays" Miss Brodie in the end. She helps

the headmistress of the school expel her own mentor,

uslng against her the evidence of her pseudo-fascistic

political views. Lodge defines Sandy as "the eyes of the

reader" and "a percelVlng COnSCiousness in the

novel"(127, 128). But Lodgealso maintains the view

that the predominant perspective in the novel is that of a

narrator, who cannot be trllly identifiedwith any of the

characters･ He asserts that the novel "freely exploits the

convention of authorialomniscience" and that Spark

"establishfes】 her own authoria】 presence from the

outset" (140, 136). Lodge Obviously bases this view on

the narrator's ability to make such comments every now

and then as to convince the reader that the narrator's

range of knowledge far exceeds Sandy'S.

This is most ostentatiously demonstrated when the

narrator suddenly Inserts flashforwards in which Sa71dy

is absent but the other Brodiegirls are seen in their

adulthood and their thought or words are recollnted.

This seems to prove not only that the narrator is

"ternporally omnlPreSent," but that Sandy'Sperspective

Is, after all, subordinate to the narrator'S. On p.26, while

the narrator is speaking of the winter of 1931, when the

girls are aged ten, We suddenly encounter a

flashforward :

Eunice Gardiner was so quiet at first, it was

difficult to see why she had been drawn in by Miss

Brodie. But eventually she cut capers for the relief

and amusement of the tea-parties, doing cartwheels

on the carpet. "You are an Arie】," said Miss B†odie

(...) It was twenty-eight years after Eunice did the

splits in Miss Brodie's flat that she, who had

become a mllSe and married a doctor, said to her

husband one evening:

"Next year when we go to the Festival- "

"Yes?"

She was making a woolrug, pulling at a different

stitch.
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"Yes?" he said.

"When we go to Edinburgh/'she said, "remind me

while we are there to go and visit Miss Brodie's

grave･ "

"Who was Miss Brodie?"

"A teacher of mine, she was full of culture_ She

was an Edinburgh festival all on her own. She used

to give uS teas at her flat and tell us about her

prime." (26- 7)

Likewise, on another occasion the narrator first tens us

about Jenny at the age of twelve, and then shows her as

a middle-aged woman, already "an actress of moderate

-eplltation " :

H happened she was standing with a man she did

not know very well outside a famous building ln

Rome, waltlng for the rain to stop. She was

surprised by a reawakening of that same buoyant

and airy discovery of sex, a total sellSation which it

was impossible to say was physica】 ol mental, only

that it contained the lost and guileless delight of

her eleventh year (.") There was nothing Whatever

to be done about it, for Jenny had been contentedly

married for sixteen years past; but the concise

happening filled herwith astonishment whenever it

came to mind in later days, alld with a sense of the

hidden potentialities inall things. (81)

At the end of the novel, however, We learn that

these events Inter came lo be known to Sandy through

Eunice and Jenny themselves. The final scene of the

novel shows Sandy, middle-aged, a】ready living at the

convent. All the Brodiegirls, except Mary Macgregor

who has died in a fire, visit Sandy and talk about Miss

Brodie,who isnowalsodead: ,

When Jenny came to see Sandy, who now bore the

name Sister Helena of Transfiguration, she told

Sandy about her sudden falling in lovewith a man

in Rome a71d there being nothing to be done about

it. uMiss Brodie would have liked to know about

it," she said, "sinner as she was."

Eunice, when she came, told Sandy, "We wele at
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the Edinburgh festival last year. I found Miss

Brodie's grave, I put some flowers or) it. I've told

my husband all the stories about her, sittl一喝under

the elTn and al] that; he thinks she was marvelms

fun."

"So she was, reaHy, when you thir)k of it."

"Yes, she was,"■said Eunice, "in her prime." (127)

∫

IT) this manner, the reader discerns that nearly all the

episodes which had initially seemed outside the range Of

Sandy's knowledge have been in fact incorporated into

it at some point Or anOther･ This belated revelation

constitutes a final twist, as it greatly alters the reader's

impression of the whole novel. It staggers the Teader's

belief in the I)aTratOr's Hauthorial omniscience"- there

sllddenly arises, ir)stead, the possibility that the whole

story has been seen from Sandy's retrospective

viewpoint. This hypothesis seems to be further

supported by the fact that the end of the narrative time

(the end of the novel) corresponds to the latest point in

the story time, that is when Sandy is recelV】丁】g her

visitors at the conver)t (which can be calculated to be in

the late 1950S.) Thenall the events, even those the

reader has read as flasbforwards, come to be seel】 aS

extended flashbacks from that polnt; after all, the novel

is written in the past tense throughout.

*

The end of the novel thus provokes a retroactive

reading of it, upon which the reader is better able to

apprehend its stnlCture and its theme. While oT】 first

reading the story has seemed to be a mere patchwork of

almost miscellaneous episodes, the reader now realizes

that there is oT]1y one centralepisode, to which all the

others are subordinate, an elaborate preparation. The

climactic episode is Sandy's betrayalof Miss Brodie,

which occurs nearly at the very end of the novel. We

may recall that the episode of Jenny in Rome, which

when first recounted has seemed to have nothing to do

with Miss Bmdie, is finally associated with her by

Jemy's remark, "Miss Brodie would have liked to

know about it." In this way, every episode in the novel

is somehow connectedwith Miss Brodie in Sandy'S

Consciousr)ess, and the whole story can be understood as

SAT)dy's mental reenactment of her betrayal･

AsWe have seen, at the beginning Of the novel the

Brodie girls are aged sixteen and already in the Senior

School. The story theT) reverts tO 1930, when thegirls

are aged ten and are new pupils in Miss Brodie's class.

Frorn then on, the narrative mainly follows the

development of the girls and their relationship with

Miss Brodie, Occasionally offering the reader glimpses

of their future, until it ()刀ce more reaches the point from

which it begaT), in 1936. After this, the plot moves

swiftly mto its climax- though the reader has been

acquainted, throughflashforwards, with most of what

happens there.

The nove一 ends with an interview betweeTI Sandy

at the convent and a young mar), who questions her

about her treatise. The picture of Sandy speaking to her

visitors has been presented many times before this

point, and every time she is seen to be "clutching the

bars of the grill," as though she were a prlSOner. Here

Sandy clutches the bars "more desperately than ever･"

Then comes the finaldialogue:

"What were the main influences of your school

days, Sister Helena? Were they 】iterary or political

or persona】? Was it Calvillism?"

Sandy said: "There was a Miss Jean Brodie in her

prime." (128)

The ending leaves no doubt that Sandy is hallnted by

her memory of Miss Brodie. The dark ar)d

claustrophobic atmosphere of the convent, detached

from the outside world, seems to symbolize Sandy's

state of miTld.

In Proust's Remembrance of Times PasL, the

memory of Marcel, the protagonist, lS always trlggered

in the compressed darkness of the bedroom. There, on

the verge of sleep, Marcel has free access to every part

in hismind, where lies the vast landscape of his past･

Genette analyses Marcel's relatioTIShip to his memory:

The importance of "anachronic" narrative in the

RecheT･Che du temps perdu is obviously connected

to the retrospectively synthetic character of
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narrator'Smind at every momer)L Ever since the

day when the narrator in a trance perceived the

unifying slgT)ificaT]Ce Of his story, he never ceases

to hold all its threads simultaneously, to apprehend

simultaneously all of its places and aH of its

momer)ts, to be capable of establishiTlg a multitllde

of "telescopic" re】atior)ships amongst them. (78)

lt is possible to suppose that Sandy, in the darkness, 1S

also subject to the spontaneous recollection of her past.

Unlike Marcel, however, she is oppressed and tortured

by her memory, in the centre of which lies the moment

of her betrayal. When she tries to mentaHy re】ive that

momeT)I, in the hope of exorcISlng it perhaps, she

callnOt help TeliviTlg her past with Miss Brodie in its

entirety, so entangled is the "network" of her memories.

Throllghout the novel there are many hints

suggesting that the evocation of each episode is in fact

trlggered by a turn in Sandy's remembering

consciousness. There is much emphasis on such aspects

of Sandy's character as distinguish her potential as a

"recallel." When Monica Douglas causes a sellSation

among the Brodie set by declaring that she has

witnessed Miss Brodie being kissed by Teddy Lloyd,

the art master, Sandy relentlessly pumps her for details:

"What part of the art room Were they star)ding in?"

"The far side," Mollica said. "I know he had his

arm rolmd her alld was kissing her. They Jumped

apart when I opened the door."

"Which arm?" Sandy snapped.

"The right of course, he hasn't got a left."

"Were you inside or outside the room when you

saw them?" Sandy said.

"Well, in and out. I saw them, I tell you."

(...)

"I don't believe what she said," said Sarldy,

despeTately trying to visualize the scene in the art

room and to goad factual Monica into describing lt

with due fee一ing. (52,3)

Sandy even orders Monica to demonstrate her

behaviour at the time of the incident and, dissatisfied
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With Monica's performance, takes it upon herself to

reenact the scene several times･ Sandy's unwearylng

hunger for detaHs with which to feed her fancy lsalso

directed towards Jenny, when the latter describes her

encounter　with an exhibitionist and her subsequent

interyiew with a policewoman, which greatly stirs

Sandy's imag】natior):

"What did she look like? Did she wear a helmet?H

"No, a cap. She had short, dark, curly hair curling

from under the cap. And a dark blue uniform. She

said, `Now tell me aH abollt it."I

"And what did you say?" said Sandy for the fourth

time.

For the follrth time Jenny replied (…) (67)

This characteristic of Sandy should not be taken

lightly, for it is vitalwhen considering the greatest

enigma in the novel. I have stated before that almost all

the illCidents iT) the story are revealed in the end to be

known to Sandy. There is one episode, however, which

appears to be 1)tter)y Inaccessible to her, or to anyolle

other than an omniscient narrator:3'That is the scene of

Mary Macgregor's death, which takes place in a hotel

fire when she is aged twenty-three, described as follows

in a flash forward:

Back and forth　alOng the corridors ran Mary

Macgregor, through the thickening smoke. She ran

one way; then, turning, the other way; and at either

end the blast furnace of the fire met her. She heard

no screams, for the roar of the fire drowned the

screams; she gave no scream, for the smoke was

choking her. She ran into somebody on her third

tllrn, Stumbled and died. (15)

Throllghollt the novel there is no mention of any

eyewitness to Maly's end. We may also T】Ote that Mary

is there described as if the narrator could share her

senses ("she heard no screams," "the smoke was

choking her.") This is the only time any character other

than Sandy is interiorized atal1, and even on this

grolJnd alone this episode seems conspIClユOuSly out of

place in the text･(dI
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About sixty pages later, however, we are startled to

see the scene repeated, thoughin a completely different

contexL It happens soon after the Brodie girls move

from the Junior to the Senior school, where they take

science lessons together:

Here, during the first week, an experiment was

conducted which involved magnesium, ln a tesト

tube which was made to tickle a bllTISell flame.

Eventual】y, from different parts of the room, great

white magnesium flares shot ollt Of the tesトtubes

and were caught in larger glass vessels which

waited for the purpose･ Mary Macgregor took

fright and ran along a slngle laTle between two

be71Ches, met with a white flame, and ran back to

meet another brilliant tongue of fire. Hither and

thither she ran in panic between the benches until

she was caught and induced to calm down (...) (76)

This strange phenomenon of an almost surrealistic

dijえーvu stands out in a novel which is otherwise fairly

realistic in terms of its plot. Alan Bold'S suggestion that

this episode demorlstrates "the poetic force of a refrain"

is not enough　to solve the mysteriol】S resemblance

between the two scenes (71). What if, however, the first

scene (the actual death of Mary) is in fact a product of

the imagination, which derives its sollrCeS from the

scene in the science room? It is, of course, Sandy's

imag)nation that is in qlleStion here･ Even though

Sandy's presence is not mentioned in the science room

scene, We can naturaHy assume that she is there and

witnesses Mary's pan】C, as the girls have most of their

classes in commoT】.

This may seem to be a far-fetched proposition at

first, but there is ft】rther evidence,albeit subtle, to

support iL We have already seen Sandy's inexhaustible

love of vislはIizing, but this tendency lS in fact found in

Miss Brodie as welL It is illustrated when she tries to

get as much information as possible about the art

master, her secret love, out of hergirls:

But Miss Brodie could not hear enough versions of

the same story if it involved Teddy Lloyd, and now

that the girls had been to his hollSe (…) Miss

Brodie was in a state of highexcitement by very

contact with these girls who had lately breathed

Ll()yd air. (90)

For this reason Miss Brodie's words, wher日alking to

Sandy about Mary at the Braids Hills HoteHn 1946, a

few years after Mary's death, are highly suggestive.

Wondering if it was Mary who had betrayed her, Miss

Brodie says (italics added): "Perhaps I should have been

nice=o Mary (-) Well, it was tragic about Mary, ∫

picLure Lhazfire, that poor girL"(60) This may lead us to

ask whether Sandy pictures the fire as weH, an

association which is implicitly encouraged by the

narTatOT, Who stresses the parallel between the thoughts

of Sandy and Miss Brodie by insertlng the follow】ng

two flashforwards together immediately after the

SClenCe room Scene:

Once, ln later years, Whell Sandy was visited by

Rose Stanley, and they fell to speaking of Mary

MacgTegOr, Sandy said,

"When any iH befaHs me Iwish I had been kinder

to Mary."

uHow were we to know?" said Rose.

And Miss Brodie, sitt】ng ln the window of the

Braid Hills Hotel with Sandy, had said: "I wonder

if it was Mary Macgregor betrayed me? Perhaps I

should have been kinder to Mary." (78)

The juxtaposition of these flashforwards seems to

confirm that the order in which the episodes are

narrated is determined by the way they are conT]eCted

within Sandy's remembering consciousness. Sandy

shareswith Miss Brodie a deep feeling of gui】t towards

Mary, who they have always treated rather unkindly. It

is plausible to assume that Sandy, haunted by remorse,

painfully pictures in hermind the frantic Mary at her

death. The strange refrain may then be seen as

symbolizing Sandy's own mental　repetition of the

incident.

*

So far I have demonstrated that the structure of



Spark's narrative in The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie

resernbles that in Child ofL,ighl, in the way it represents

the main characteT's vision of her past. Now we may

come to question the widely-diffused view that Spark's

attitude towards her own characters is that of God's

towards humar) beings, which is described as "a kind of

divine indifference" by Burgess and as "key-cold

charity" by Kermode (Ninety-Nine Novels 88; 216).

To explore this po】nt, I would first like to call attention

to the central ideas which support Spark's view of Mary

Shelley'S life in Child ofLighl, which are illuminated

by the narrative methods we have been discussing.

While Spark maintains a fairly objective view of

the lives of Mary Shelley and those around her, there

are moments when her narrative voice suddenly

becomes charged　with persorlal empathy. In the

introdllCtion to the biographicalpart of the text, for

example, Spark defends Mary agalnSt the popular

accllSation that she remained lukewam about the

liberalist-feminist cause in order to be accepted by
"society":

Let us see the a】ternative way of life which Mary

reJeCted: We may take a parallel situation, I think

without stralnlng the point, in the present century.

We allknow (no loss to those who do not) the

dilapidated Bright Yolll1g Things, phantoms from

the 'twenties, who haunt the pubs of Soho as if

seeking in those localities of earlier promise, Some

indistinct token of fulfillment like a glove

inadvertently left behind them. Mary Sheney

refused to become their nineteenth-century

predecessoT. (3 - 4)

Nobody who has Tea° Spark's autobiography collld fail

to recognize that Spark is speaking here at least partly

from her own experience. Before she started wrltlng

literary biographies, Spark had worked for about a year

as an editor of a literary periodical Called PoeL77 Review

in London, which desplte her efforts seems to have

remained sadly second-rate, While in this position

Spark had to put upwith a great dealof nonsense from

those who contributed their poetry to the review, aTld

who obviollSly believed themselves to be "BTight
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Young Things･" "There is something about a passion

for poetry that brings out a primitive reaction in non-

poets, that lS, the `poetry-lovers,"チ Spa-k says

reminiscing about those days (Cur7･iculum 173).

But Spark is apparently Interested in as well as

repelled by this "primitive reaction" of such individuals.

Spec111ating on the cause of Mary's alienation after

Shelley's death from her old friends, Spark proposes all

irltereStlng theory:

But there was another reason for the gradllal

withdrawalof her former friends: Brilliant though

they were in youth and stimulated by sllCh

provocative elements as Byron and Sheney, none

of them - Hogs, Trelawnyand Hunt in particular

-　possessed that seed which germinates to

maturlty Of character. They were all personality-

flexible and unpredictable; and between their

potentiaIities and their achievements squatted the

unexoTCised memory of their heady youth.

SpiTitually, if not intellectually, Hogs remained an

undergraduate ;　Trelawny ,　a com ic-opera

buccaneer; even the gentle Hunt, an eloquent

one-time martyr; and the manque'spirit took its

revenge in each, by various displays of nastiness,

much of it directed towards Mary Shelley before

and after her death. (3)

This is an insightful pleCe Of psychological analysis of

these men, which must come from a deep understanding

of their type. In fact, many of the "poetry-lovers"with

whom Spark had to work as editor were men, and it

sometimes happened that one of them shollld be

attracted to her, only to be rejected by her both as a man

and a poeL But, apparently, it was not only in men that

Spark found her enemies, becaus早She is eql】a11y severe

on Claire C】airmont, Mary's sisteトiTト】aw. She says that

Claire is "the typeof young woman who today would

be pleased to be known as `arty,"ヲand that "there can

be no more such insidious or iT]COnVenient company for

the truly creative mind, as this parasitic type of manque'

individual." (45)

But my purpose is not merely to find paraHels

between the private experiences of Mary Shelley and
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Spark. If we re-read the above passages carefully, We

will see what Spark always has inmind in reviewing the

Hves of Mary ar)d those around her･ uAlternative way of

lifeM一㍍dilapidated Bright Young Things"一山earlier

promisen - uunexorcised memory" - "manque'spirit"

- "manque'individual": alHhese phrases indicate a

consciousness of an individual of the disparity between

"potentialities" (be they Teal or imagined) and

HachievemelltS."

Spark is clearly concerned with the duality which

is present in anyone's self-image, which renects both

what one could be, or could have been, alld what one is.

Every time an individual makes a choice, even if

unconsciously, there are numerous other choices that he

or she has rejected, or that have rejected her or him･

Alan Bold's comment is illuminatlng ln relation to this

subject:

Since The Comforlers Spark's interest in freewill

has been evident, for she continually considers the

challenge of choice in a world dominated by

deterministic theory and materialistic philosophy

(…) Fiction is, traditionally, a deterministic form,

yet Spark wishes to persuade the -eader that ユife

should not be taken for granted, as afaiz accompli,

as a matter of going throughthe motions. (91)

Interestingly, however, Spark often creates an almost

obtrllSively fatalistic atmosphere in her fiction, as if to

counterbalance her characters' effort to choose their

own courses. She does this by means of presenting her

story as something definitely and forever past,

Something that can only be regarded as afail accompli･

This isalso true in Child ofLighL, where, for example,

Spark uses such phrases as "some dramatic law" or "the

tragic denouement" in recountlng the events in Mary's

life (68). In other words, for Spark fate and free will are

constantly at war, and therefore as one; likewise, the

God-like omllisciellCe Of her narrators, which allow

them to see the beginning and the end, necessarily

invokes the desperately vain, yet genuinely human

question: what could have happened, if this had not

happened, or if that had happened?

Such questions are in fact precisely what compTISe

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie･ The novel may be

regarded as biographical insofar as its heroine, Miss

Brodie, resembles Spark's junior high school teacher in

real life, who influenced her greatly as a younggirl.

Wher) it was published in 1961, many of Spark'S old

schoolmates quickly recognized their former teacher in

Miss Brodie and wrote to express their nostalgic

delight･ Spark comments on the relationship between

Miss Brodie alld her own real teacher, Miss Christina

Kay:

lIn Miss Kay's life] There could have been I)o

question of a love-affair with the art master, or a

sex-affair　with the slnglng master, aS in Miss

Brodie's life. But children are quick to perceive

possibilities, potentialities: in a remark, perhaps in

some remote context; in a glance, a smile. No,

Miss Kay was not litera]lymiss Brodie, but I think

Miss Kay had it in her, unrealized, to be the

character I inver)ted. (57)

Interestlrlgly, Spark also once remarked in an interview,

"Completely unrealized potentialities, that's what Jean

Brodie represents." The novel thus presents, in a

Chinese-box structure, layers of reality and fiction･

Miss Brodie's character Tef】ects, like a maglC mirror,

what Miss Kay had in her to become; Miss Brodie, ln

turn, desires to find in each Brodiegirl, "in a maglCa】

transfiguration, a different Jean Brodie" (1 1 1)･

We have seen that the utemporal omnlpresencen of

Sandy's remembering consciousness is the unifying

force behind the seemlngly disorderly narrative

structure of the novel. It is now time to ask what aspects

of Miss Brodie and her　girls it actually serves to

illuminate.AsDavid Lodge points Out, the central

question in the novel is not when and how Sandy

betrays Miss Brodie, but why. What I wish to suggest is

that this question is inseparable from the theme we have

discussed in relation to Child ofLighL, i.e. the disparity

between what one could be and what orle is.

What makes Miss Brodie's excelleTICe aS a teacher

comes from her natural ability to stimulate the latent

potentialities in her pupils･ She is not unconscious of

this power in herself, as is apparent in her famous



definition (or mis-definition) of education: "The word

`education'comes from the root e from ex, out, and

duco, ‖ead. It means a 一eading out. To me education is

a leading out of what is already there in the pupil's

soul"(36). But the girls are alFJ alert to the laterlt

potentialities of their teacher, and Sandy and Jenny

perceive the 一ove triangle among Miss Brodie and the

two male teachers even before the grown-ups realize it

themse一ves. What Miss Brodie's pr】me represents is

essentiaHy her awareness of everything she has in her to

become; aTld the decline of her prlrne begins when

reality harshly challenges her exhilaratir)g sense of life's

unlimited possibilities.

Paradoxically, however, Miss Brodie often shows a

strong discontent when her girls exp)ore and exercise

their own potentialities without her approvaL She

criticizes Jenny for her dream of becoming an actress,

say】ng archly that she would "never be a Pay Compton,

far less a Sybil Thorndike"(126). On the other hand,

Miss Brodie tries to impose or) each girl some

profession which she believes to be suitable for her,

because "it was iT】tO】erable for Miss Brodie that any of

the girls should grow up not largely dedicated to some

vocation"(62). Miss Brodie herself proudly declares that

she is dedicated to her girls ir) her prlme; "You girls are

my yocation," she says (23).

The idea of vocation is obviously one of Spark's

central themes. In Child of Light, she ofteT) speculates

about whatmight have been Mary Shelley's vocation

had she beeT】 born into a different set of circumstances.

When discuss】ng Mary's contribl】tions to Lardner's

Cyclopaedia, for example, which included "a series of

biographical alld critical essays OTI Italian and Spanish

writers," Spark praises her ability for objective study,

aTld says legletfully:

This work, more than any other, serves to show a

side of her temperament which cannot be detected

in her letters and journals, and which remained a

coT)Slant factor throughout her life. Had she lived a

century later, given the necessary OPPOrtunities,

Mary would have certairlly have been a scholar in

the vocational sense. (loョ)
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0n another occasion, Spark larnents that Mary's talent

as a writer came to be graduaHy diminished:

It is a tragic fact that Mary Shelley was not

accepted by the society for which she pined. Held

suspect by b()th the social and the "progressive"

iHtes, she came, through time, to lose her

v()cati()Hal sense; she lost 【hat image of herself as

bearlng a relationship to a communlty Which the

creative writer needs, even though the relationship

be one of friction. (51 6)

When we consider Spark's concernwith the "challenge

of free choice" in a deterministic universe, it is

interesting tO ask where in that cot)text the conception

of vocation should be placed. In the most ideal sense of

the word, vocation should be something ln which the

will of the iT)dividual and the will of Provider)ce are as

one. Spark apparently contemplates this possibility, but

at the same time, she is not so optimistic as to suppose

that such a happy harmony lsalways obtainable･ One's

sense of vocation may well be illusory, which may

cause one to cling, tragically, to an utteTly unsuitab】e

life. One mayalso simply "keep looking" for God's

bidding ln Vain. Spark seems to be pondering this

danger, when she points out that Mary was frustrated by

the mediocrlty Of her son, Percy Florence, who she

vaguely yet strongly hoped would "shine in company,

and (...) distinguish himself in some vocation."(106)

Spark implants iT) Miss Brodie this blind faith in

vocation. And it is in fact heralmost supercilious faith

in her own vocation, madeal】 the more ir)tense by her

inner sense of depllVation, that drives Miss Brodie to

destruction. The self-paradoxical　aspect of Miss

Brodie's nature is sensed by Sandy long before it

surfaces, when Miss Brodie takes the Brodie set on a

tolJr around the Old Town of Edinburgh. Sandy is

walking beside the slowIWitted Mary and is nagging her

as usual, when suddenly she feels like being kind to the

girl, "【thinking] of the possibilities of feeling nice from

being T]ice to Mary instead of blaming her"(30).

Sandy's urge is checked, however, when she hears Miss

Brodie's voice behind:
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Sandy looked back at her companions, and

understood them as a bodywith Miss Brodie for

the head. She perceived herself, the absent Jenny,

the ever-blamed Mary, Rose, Eunice, and Monica,

all in a frightenlng little moment, in unified

compliance to the destiny of Miss Brodie, as if

God had wilted them to birth for that purpose. (30)

Here Sandy is experiencing the conflict between the

idea of freewill and the idea of predestination. She is

associating the forbidding Calvinistic atmosphere of the

Old Town with Miss Brodie who, ironically, is at the

moment heard saylng buoyantly, …You are all heroines

in the making"(30)I

Miss Brodie's religious discipline is also inherently

paradoxical. The narrator observes that she goes to

every church ir) EdinburghOther than those belonging

to the Church of Rome, which she desplSeS aS being a

"church of superstition." The narrator then adds a

COmment:

In some ways, her attitude was a strange one,

because she was by temperament ol】ly suited to the

Roman Catholic Church; possibly it could have

embraced, even while it disciplined, her soaring

and diving splr】t, it might even have rlOrmalized

her･ But perhaps this was the reason that she

shunned it, lover of Italy thoughshe was, bringing

to her support a rigid Edinburgh-bom side of

herse】f when the Catholic Church was in question,

although this side was not otherwise greatly in

evidence. (85)

The language used by the narrator in this passage

significantly resembles Spark's own in Child of Lighl.

The comment is made from a clearly retrospective

viewpoint, and refers to what Miss Brodie could have

been, as opposed to what she was. Miss Brodie's

religious attitude as presented here is strangely reflected

in her love relationships. While she is really ln love

with Teddy Lloyd, she renounces him because he is a

Catholic maTlied with children, aT】d uses as his

substitute Cordon Lowther, the smglng master Who is

an Elder of the Scottish Church.

However, Just aS Miss Brodie is finally abandoned

by Lowthe- who in despondency marries a science

mistress instead, she is also punished by her falsificatioT)

of Calvinism. Sandy is repelled by the malicious nature

of Calvin's theory that God provides for everybody "a

nasty surprise when they died"(108). Meanwhile Miss

Brodie, made desperate by the impossibility of

consummatlng her love for LIoyd, begins to think of

being united to him vicariously through Rose. She

repeats deliriously that Rose, with her "instinct," is

destined to be his lover, while Sandy, with her

"insight," is to become a spy, to bring back informatior)

about Rose's affair. Sandy then thinks t() herself: "She

thinks she is Providence (…) she thinks she is the God

of Calvin･"(120) And when she learns that Miss Brodie

has encouraged a new student to go to Spain and fight

for Franco, and that the girl has been killed as a result,

Sandy goes straight to the headmistress, for the purpose

of "putting a stop to Miss Brodie"(125). Sandy makes

this decisioTl because she realizes that Miss Brodie is

now exploiting, instead of explorlng, her girls'

potentialities. Not willing to face her own limits, nor

yet able to accept her fate, Miss Brodie abandons

(though unconsciously) her vocation as a teacher, ar)d

tries to reconcile the conr】icting elements in heHife by

believlng herself to be a prophet figure- by turning her

prlme into a religion.

Being Miss Brodie's most loyal disciple, Sandy

understands both her beauty and folly better than does

any other Brodie girl. In fact, by the time Sandy betrays

Miss Brodie, their 】ives are already inseparable from

each other. Speaking of the final year of Miss Brodie's

life, the narrator says: "This was her last year in the

world and in another sense it was Sandy'S"(56). Sandy

at the convent is, therefore, splrltually dead, doomed to

live endless hours in remiTliscence of the irretrievab】e

days with Miss Brodie. Only the title of her treatise

represents a remnant of the magic Of Miss Brodie, who

spent her prlme Seeking to transfigure the

commonplace.

*

At the end of the biographical part of Child of



Lighl, we may recaH at this polnt, Spark reflected on

Mary's introspective remark that, in order to form

happler friendshipswith others, she needed to be "a

little tlpSy."

I suppose it is the function of a biographer to

diagnose, and not to indulge in vain retrospective

prescribing. None the less I seriously suggest that

if there had been morewine in Mary's life there

wo111d have been fewer tears (…) (121)

The feeling expressed in this comment is nothing that

could be described as "divine indifference" or "key-cold

charity." On the contrary, the perspective from which

Spark views the life of Mary Shelley lS Very human･

She wonders, with Mary herself, at the ups and downs

of her life, and is not quite able to accept them as

inevitable, una】terable as the history may be. One'S life

may appear to be a simple linear progress When seen in

retrospect, a71d by a stranger. But for the living

i71dividualit is more like a maze, full of crossroads and

dead-ends.　The　allegedly arrogant,　God｣ike

omniscience of Spark's narrative perspective and her

use of time-shifts may be intended ultimately to suggest

the uselessness of simply see)ng the beginT1mg and the

end. Throughher wr)ting Spark leads us to realize that,

even if the possibilities life grants llS are limited, We

should bealways awake to the "hidden possibilities in

all things."

Notes

(1) The revised editioT) COntains some important

new facts about Mary's life as well as some other

minoralterations. But my arguments in this essay

are based on the orlglnal edition, since my main

concern here is with Spark's skills of story-telling

before she became a novelist.

(2) Spark had read Grylls'biography before starting

her owll WOrk and most 】ikely had it in mind

while she wrote. Both authors based their studies

on more or less the same sources. Spark relied for

information on F. L Jones7　MaTy Shelley
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Journals (1947), which in turn relied in part on

Grylls'work. Sparkalso consulted Jones'LelLers

of Mary Shelley (1944), the information inclllded

in which Grylls had ･obtained from Jones years

before its publication In short, Spark was able to

use whatever documents Grylls used.

(3) Immediately preceding the description of Mary's

death, the narrator gives uS an account Of Mary's

disappolntlng love affair, and of her subsequent

thought that the happiest days in her life had been

the very first days she spent with Miss B10die.

There is no evidence throughOllt the text that any

of this is communicated at　al】 to any other

chaTaCter. We should recall, however, that each of

the Brodie gi一ls, except Mary, tells Sandy one

prlvate episode some time after graduating from

Marcia Blaine. From this we may lmaglne that

Mary did tell Sandy about the episode as well,

thollgh the moment of the coT]fession is omitted,

Mary being dead at the end of the novel.

Moreover, the scene of Mary's death is foHowed

by a descTipt10n Of Sandy's thought about the

happleSt days in her own life, which aga】n

connects this apparently isolated episode with

Sandy 's consciousness.　Sandy 's general

lnquisitiveness should　also be taken into

consideration. But, Just like Mary's death scene

itself, any speculation about this is ultimately

unascertainable.

(4) The case of Jenrly in Rome does not count here,

because her inner feelings related by the narrator

in that scene are known to Sandy at the latest po)nt

in the story time.
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